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ABSTRACT
Classical kernel-based classiﬁers only use a single kernel, but
the real-world applications have emphasized the need to consider a combination of kernels - also known as a multiple
kernel - in order to boost the performance. Our purpose is
to automatically ﬁnd the mathematical expression of a multiple kernel by evolutionary means. In order to achieve this
purpose we propose a hybrid model that combines a Genetic
Programming (GP) algorithm and a kernel-based Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classiﬁer. Each GP chromosome is
a tree encoding the mathematical expression of a multiple
kernel. Numerical experiments show that the SVM embedding the evolved multiple kernel performs better than the
standard kernels for the considered classiﬁcation problems.
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I.2.6 [Learning]: Concept learning, Parameter learning
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1. INTRODUCTION
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [4] are an example of
intensively explored classiﬁers. These methods represent the
data by means of a kernel function, which deﬁnes similarities between pairs of data [3]. One reason for the success
of kernel-based methods is that the kernel function takes
relationships that are implicit in the data and makes them
explicit, the result being that the detection of patterns takes
place more easily.
The kernel formalism allows diﬀerent kernels to be combined. Basic algebra operations such as addition, multiplication and exponentiation preserve the key properties for
a kernel (the positive semi-deﬁniteness and the symmetry)
and thus allow a simple, but powerful algebra of kernels to
exist [3]. For instance, given a set of kernels {K1 , K2 , K3 },
we can form a linear combination of kernels or, even better,
we can consider complex combinations of kernels: K1 + K2 ∗
K3 or c ∗ K2 + K3 ∗ exp(K1 ), where c is a constant.
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Our hybrid approach combines a GP algorithm and an
SVM algorithm. Each GP chromosome encodes the expression of a multiple kernel used by the SVM algorithm. The
quality of a GP chromosome is given by the classiﬁcation accuracy obtained through running the SVM algorithm (which
involves the multiple kernel encoded in the current GP tree)
in order to solve a particular classiﬁcation problem.
A simple way of combining more kernels is very similar
to the method used for evolving mathematical expressions
(as in the case of regression problem): the kernels play the
part of regression variables while regression operations are
replaced with those performed between kernels. Despite the
fact that any mathematical operator can be used in the regression problem, in our case we must restrict the functions
involved in the MK expression. Why? Because not all the
operations performed between kernels provide another valid
kernel. Only several mathematical functions preserve the
key properties of the kernel functions (the positiveness and
the symmetry of the Gram matrix), such as addition, multiplication and exponentiation [3]. Therefore, the function set
will be: F S = {+, ×, exp} The terminal set contains several classical kernels (such as linear kernel, polynomial kernel, radial basis function (RBF) kernel) and some ephemeral
random constants [2]: T S = KT S ∪ {c1 , c2 , . . . cm }, where
KT S represents the terminal set of classical kernels. Note
that a kernel-GP tree must contain at least one kernel in its
leaves.
The quality of a GP chromosome is given by the accuracy
rate computed by the SVM (that uses as kernel the eMK
encoded into the current GP individual) on the test data
set. For evaluating the quality of an eMK, we also have to
look if that kernel is a valid one (with other words if the eMK
satisﬁes the Mercer conditions [1]). It is possible to use an
evaluation method that penalizes the “invalid” eMKs, but
we do not need it because the initialization process and the
genetic operators guarantee the correctness (from a kernel’s
point of view) of a GP chromosome.
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